
 Zig the Friendly Alien 
puppet

 Autumn symbol cards (print 
on orange paper or card)

 Seasonal cycle diagram from 
YMW21 

 Some large Post-it notes or 
squares of paper and a 
pencil (per child)

10–15 minutes

AUTUMN

Note: You may need to adapt this session and other season sessions coming up, according to the typical aspects 
of the seasons where you live – or do the sessions as they are, but based on what the seasons are like in other 
regions if they don’t match those where you live.

Put out the diagram of the seasonal cycle. Remind your child that this is a picture of the ‘magic circle, where the 
seasons live’. Ask your child to show you ‘where autumn has its house’ (the orange quarter).

Show and introduce Zig the Friendly Alien from the Planet Zog. Explain that Zig wants to know all about 
autumn, but he does not understand any Earth languages. Ask your child if they have any ideas about how we 
can tell Zig all about autumn (we can use pictures as symbols).

Talk about the things Zig might want to know, for example what the weather is like in autumn. Ask your child if it 
is sunny (sometimes but not all the time); ask them what sometimes hides the sun in autumn (clouds). Show the 
‘cloudy’ symbol card. Ask your child to show it to Zig and say, ‘Cloudy – this means we sometimes get more 
cloudy weather in autumn’. Make Zig ‘nod’ or ‘clap his hands’ to show his understanding. Tell your child: Great – I 
think he understands the symbol for cloudy weather, don’t you? Then have your child put the symbol card next 
to the orange quarter.

Repeat this process for the other aspects of autumn and the corresponding symbol cards: rain (representing 
rainy weather), pools of water, falling leaves, dry grass (representing the fact that plants die back), a circle divided 
into a larger black segment and a smaller white segment (representing days getting shorter and nights getting 
longer). 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can say that autumn lives in the orange quarter of the seasonal diagram. 
Your child can name a variety of aspects of autumn.
Your child can choose the correct symbol card for aspects of autumn.

To develop the ability to use symbols as substitutes for seasonal events
To review and consolidate understanding of the concept of a ‘seasonal cycle’ 
To develop the ability to relate aspects of autumn to the appropriate season 
To learn about changes in plant life during the autumn
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Thank your child for helping Zig to understand all about autumn. Tell them it is time for Zig to go back to Zog and tell all his friends what he has 
discovered. Suggest that your child gives Zig the small set of small symbols as a present to take back to Zog to help with his explanation, and then 
wave him off together.

Daytime – Night time:

Talk to your child about what they do at night in the autumn (sleep). Emphasise that the nights start getting longer and therefore the days are 
shorter; that there are less hours of daylight. Remind them of the symbol card that shows that.

Then talk about what they do during the day in autumn – discuss a variety of autumnal activities, for example: sweep up leaves, build a bonfire and go 
out in the rain. Talk about what symbols could be used to represent these actions. Then ask your child to choose one idea for each activity and draw a 
symbol for it on a Post-it note (one per activity), to share with Zig next time he visits. 

Play daytime – night time: Your child walks around the room. When you say ‘daytime’, they perform an autumnal daytime action (a different one each 
time) and when you say ‘night time’, they pretend to sleep.

AUTUMN – continued
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You could dress up as ‘autumn’ for this session – wear any autumn accessory or a silly autumn-themed hat, for example! You could also encourage 
your child to design/create and wear an ‘autumn outfit’, to dress up in to show Zig – either literally what people tend to wear in autumn or a costume 
or original creation based on the autumn theme. 
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Cut out your Zig puppet. 
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Print this sheet on orange paper or card and cut out each of the symbol cards separately.
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